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Challenges to the Use and Application of Traditional Knowledge and Wisdom

• The scientific community, as well as federal and state resource managers and policy makers address the issue of use and access of traditional knowledge and wisdom, for the most part, on a case-by-case basis rather than from long term, methodical, and strategic processes.

• Alaska Natives may serve as advisors, but rarely act as research partners or significant collaborators except to provide information in western scientific frameworks; most approaches have been on a case-by-case basis, depending on the interest and commitment of the individual researcher.
Challenges (cont.)

• There are no policy-level directives or consistent financial support for use and application of traditional knowledge and wisdom, or for researchers to engage in cross-cultural awareness and communication orientation programs.

• Little is understood about how to communicate and exchange information between scientists and the Alaska Native Elders (the keepers of traditional wisdom and knowledge).

• Scientists and researchers have little or no grounding in cross-cultural communications or awareness protocols.
Challenges (cont.)

- Scientists are unable to determine if the information they receive from Alaska Native observations is local, regional, or ecosystem-wide in scope and therefore discount the information they receive or label the information “anecdotal”.

- Alaska Natives, generally speaking, are skeptical of scientific motivations and thus may not cooperate, or cooperate minimally. Many believe either that the research is too limited in scope, or the data will be used to justify development in areas Alaska Natives want to protect for subsistence purposes.
Challenges (cont.)

• Alaska Native observations of wildlife and environment may be taken into account when making research and management decisions; however, quantitative western scientific research systems are not equipped, without innovative approaches, to validate these qualitative ways of knowing. In addition, state and federal laws mandate the use of “best available science” in making management and policy decisions, effectively marginalizing the Alaska Native ways of knowing.

• Changes in government administrations have constantly shifted institutional commitment to appropriate use and access of traditional knowledge and wisdom for stewardship and research.
Native Ways of Knowing Contribute to Understanding the Ecosystem

Qualitative understanding of:

1) How cultures are sustained in extreme climates
2) How/when/where to access subsistence foods
3) Daily and seasonal weather patterns
4) Sustainable food harvesting techniques and strategies
5) Wildlife biology and behavior patterns
6) How to adapt to climatic changes
7) Complex natural interrelationships
8) Abnormal natural phenomena in the context of long time periods
9) Qualitative historical knowledge and information of the natural world
Residents from over 54 coastal villages in northern Alaska have reported changes in ice conditions from what they experienced when they were younger or what they considered normal.

These changes in sea ice conditions appear to have begun in the 1970’s.

Residents commented that the sea ice conditions, including shorefast ice, are more variable, less predictable and more dangerous. Sea ice is considerably thinner, however, in some areas the ice is thicker and occasionally some persistent thick ice remains all summer in the Chukchi and Beaufort Seas.
Sea Ice Change - Continued

- The ice edge is moving farther north in the summer. Consequently, seabirds which nest on the barrier islands and feed along the ice edge, are thinner as they have to fly farther and they are producing fewer young. These seabirds fly to the ice edge to feed on zooplankton and fish and then bring home food for their young.

- Residents in Shaktoolik, Gambell and Savoonga are seeing more spotted seals; a species associated with breakup and open water periods. The spotted seals are arriving earlier and remaining later in the year and hunters in Savoonga report that spotted seals are around all year.
Sea Ice Changes - Continued

- Snowfall in the Bering Straits area has decreased, which favors certain species such as ptarmigan, but is detrimental to species that depend upon snow for denning, such as polar bears and ringed seals.
- The number of summer storms generating high waves has increased resulting in the erosion of land around some villages (notably Kivalina and Shishmaref) and washing up shallow water benthos onto beaches. Sea level appears to be rising.
Sea Ice Changes - Continued

• Freeze up is later.
• Multi-year floes are reaching Barrow in November and December instead of during the fall.
• The shorefast ice seems to be melting more rapidly in the spring.
• The north Alaska coast is windier than in the past and sea ice is being driven up onto land at an alarming rate.
Sea Ice Changes - continued

• Cloud cover is more persistent, making observation of celestial bodies associated with hunting, fishing, navigation and weather prediction more difficult.

• It is more difficult (and dangerous) to conduct subsistence activities associated with sea ice.
Alaska Native Perspectives – Recent Observations

a) an increasing number of salmon have parasites, and that some salmon flesh appears abnormal in consistency and color
b) more salmon are appearing with abrasions on their skin, possibly due to lowered water levels in rivers
c) halibut are disappearing around the Pribilof Islands, perhaps migrating to waters further north
d) beaver are moving further north in Bering Sea connected rivers such that for the first time beaver are appearing inside the Arctic Circle
e) sea ice is thinning, appearing later in the winter season, and withdrawing earlier than previously known; and
f) there was a dramatic increase in the abundance of jellyfish, with the numbers now rapidly decreasing.

While observations collected by Alaskan Natives span many aspects of the ecosystem, few of these observations make their way into scientific literature.
Benefits and Products

- We may be able to determine if observations of anomalies or changes in any parameter are local, regional, or may be ecosystem-wide in scope.

- We may be able to identify emergent trends at their outset.

- We may assist in developing hypotheses for declining marine species. Alaska Native observers may provide information that lead to development of new, additional research parameters that would not have been added otherwise, or would have been added later than would have been possible without the observer system.

- Local communities will be active participants and partners in research, ensuring more support for efforts of the scientists and enhancing opportunities for future partnerships.
Benefits

• Usable data will be gathered that may provide some degree of ground-truthing to scientific data gathering.

• Student observers will increase their observation skills, contact with local Elders, and become more engaged in science that is immediately relevant to their communities.

• Properly constructed processes and protocols could be replicated in other areas until observer coverage includes many Arctic indigenous communities.

• Engaged Native organizations will become more active participants in scientific conferences and workshops thus increasing the likelihood that Natives will want and seek partnerships, collaboration, and scientific research funding.